Objectives: Morphological integration, or the tendency for covariation, is commonly seen in complex traits such as the human face. The effects of growth on shape, or allometry, represent a ubiquitous but poorly understood axis of integration. We address the question of to what extent age and measures of size converge on a single pattern of allometry for human facial shape.
first principal component of four size measures and age while the remainder associates distinctly with individual measures.
Conclusions: Allometric variation in the human face is complex and should not be regarded as a singular effect. This finding has important implications for how size is treated in studies of human facial shape and for the developmental basis for allometric variation more generally.
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| I N TR ODU C TI ON
Most morphological structures are integrated (Olson and Miller, 1958) , meaning that they tend to covary, driven by variation in developmental processes (Hallgrimsson et al., 2009) . This is the case for the face and craniofacial complex in humans and other vertebrates (Bastir, 2008; Porto, de Oliveira, Shirai, De Conto, & Marroig, 2009) . Variation in the growth of the chondrocranium Bastir, Rosas, & O'higgins, 2006; Hallgrimsson et al., 2006; Parsons, Downey, Jirik, Hallgrimsson, & Jamniczky, 2015) or the brain (Lieberman, Hallgríms-son, Liu, Parsons, & Jamniczky, 2008; Marcucio, Young, Hu, & Hallgrimsson, 2011; Parsons et al., 2011) are major developmental determinants of covariation patterns for craniofacial morphology.
Somatic growth is likely to be another such determinant, because morphology tends to be related to size. For most anatomical structures, shapes and proportions have a regular relationship to size (Jolicoeur, 1963) . Taller people tend to have longer, more prognathic faces (Baume, Buschang, & Weinstein, 1983; Mitteroecker, Gunz, Windhager, & Schaefer, 2013) . The specific relationship between shape and size is termed "allometry" (Klingenberg, 2016; Klingenberg and Zimmermann, 1992) . Many genetic and environmental influences affect growth as well as other aspects of facial development. To disentangle the correlated effects of size from other more specific effects, it is necessary to understand the role of allometric variation.
Allometry is typically divided into ontogenetic versus static components. Ontogenetic allometry is the shape variation that correlates with age or developmental stage. Static allometry is the shape variation that correlates with size, controlling for age or stage (German and Meyers, 1989) . Allometry is a special case of morphological integration (Magwene and Westneat, 2001) , which refers to the tendency for structures to covary because developmental processes tend to affect multiple traits (Hallgrimsson et al., 2009) . For allometric variation, the process assumed to produce these correlated effects is growth.
A challenge to the study of allometry is that there are often multiple ways to quantify both growth and size for most anatomical structures. Ontogenetic allometry is complicated when developmental time and stage or rate become dissociated. This can occur when mutations affect developmental rate in addition to other phenotypic effects (Gonzalez, Kristensen, Morck, Boyd, & Hallgrimsson, 2013; Wang and Diewert, 1992) . Further, the biological meaning of size is often unclear.
An assumption made in many morphometric analyses is that the appropriate measure of size is the size of the anatomical structure analyzed, usually quantified as the centroid size of a landmark configuration (Klingenberg and Marugan-Lobon, 2013) . But centroid size is a very different biological measure when quantifying an entire organism, such as a trilobite fossil (Webster and Zelditch, 2005) , versus a human skull (Martinez-Abadias et al., 2012) or an individual tooth (Polychronis et al., 2013 ). Yet, many studies treat the shape correlates of centroid size in these different contexts as if they reflect the same kind of biological variation. For the human face, is the appropriate measure the length, width, or area of the face, head circumference, or some measure of body size? To answer this question, we must understand how various measures of growth and age relate to shape variation for the structure of interest. If allometric variation reflects the shape consequences of variation in a single underlying growth parameter, then the shape correlates of different size measures should converge on a single covariation pattern. If this is not the case, then we cannot assume that allometric variation quantified based on different measures of size are capturing homologous biological variation.
Here, we address the relationship between various measures of size and age to facial shape in two previously described cross-sectional cohorts of children, one comprised of Bantu speaking groups in northwest Tanzania (Cole et al., 2016) and the other comprised of Americans of predominantly European ancestry (Shaffer et al., 2016) . We compare the shape correlates of age, two measures of somatic size (stature and body mass), and two local measures of head size (face size and head circumference). These measures are selected to capture disparate growthrelated effects. Age represents ontogenetic effects. Stature reflects longitudinal growth while body mass captures overall somatic growth.
Face size is related to local growth of the face while head circumference is influenced by overall head and brain size. Brain growth is known to influence craniofacial shape (Aldridge et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2013; Marcucio, Hallgrimsson, & Young, 2015; Marcucio et al., 2011) .
| M A TER I A LS A N D M ETH OD S

| Sample collection
The cohort of 5,961 Tanzanian children of self-identified Bantu origin (3,342 female, 2,619 male) has been described in detail previously (Cole et al., 2016 (Cole et al., , 2017 . Subject ages were 3 to 23 years (mean 10.8 6 2.8 years; females, 10.7 6 2.7 years; males, 10.9 6 2.8 years). All participants were examined by a physician (M.M.) to exclude subjects with any birth defects, history of facial surgery or interventionist orthodontic treatment, or first-degree relatives with craniofacial abnormalities.
The cohort of 1,212 North American children (609 female, 603 male) has also been described in detail previously (Shaffer et al. 2016) .
In this sample, we included only children who self-identified as "white" using the NIH "racial and ethnic categories" for recruitment and consenting of research subjects (https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/ notice-files/NOT-OD-15-089.html). European ancestry was confirmed from genomic data (Shaffer et al., 2016) . Ages were 3 to 18 years (mean 9.0 6 4.1 years; females, 9.2 6 4.2 years; males, 8.9 6 3.9 years). Participants in the North American sample were screened using exclusion criteria similar to the Tanzanian cohort.
The full set of anthropometric measurements of height, weight, and head circumference were obtained for a subsample of 4,239 Tanzanian subjects, taking the average of two sequential measurements. Height was measured in centimeters using a standard stadiometer; body weight was measured in kilograms using a digital body weight scale. Head circumference was measured in centimeters using a standard ribbon measuring tape, with the measuring tape placed approximately two centimeters above the supraorbital ridge. The same anthropometric measurements were obtained for roughly half of the North American subjects from Denver and San Francisco (N 5 343) while head circumference was not obtained for the Pittsburgh subjects (N 5 506). Only the sample for which all anthropometric measures were available was included in the analyses of allometry (N 5 4,582, F 5 2,525, M 5 2,057). Informed written consent was obtained from the parents and guardians of all participants, prior to participation in the study.
Neither cohort is assumed to be representative of any biologically definable racial or ethnic category, nor do we assume that such categories exist in a biological sense (Edgar and Hunley, 2009; Hunley, Healy, & Long, 2009 ). Rather, these cohorts sample two populations in which within-sample heterogeneity due to ancestry has been minimized to some degree.
| 3D imaging and automated 3D landmarking
3D facial surface images were captured and processed as described previously in Cole et al. (2016) and Shaffer et al. (2016) . Analysis of facial shape and size were based on 29 landmarks that were obtained using a novel automated landmarking method ( Figure 1 , Table 1 (Li et al., 2017) . In this method, a set of 17 control points are automatically detected from learned features of the face surface maps. These points are then used to register each face to a template, after which the face is warped to the template using a thin-plate spline based algorithm.
The learning step is used only to improve the automated identification of the 17 control points which are used to anchor the registration of each individual image to the template. Once the full dataset is registered to the template, the program transfers 29 landmarks are then transferred to each face and their positions calculated from the transformation matrix used to warp each face to the template.
The template was created from a set of 50 images of Tanzanian children that had been manually landmarked (Li et al., 2017) . The sample size for the template generation, while somewhat arbitrary, is intended to ensure that the 29 landmarks are placed accurately on the template and that morphology of the template falls close to the mean of the sample to be landmarked. Importantly, the template does not have to be exactly at the mean. It is only when an individual surface is very different from the template, that automated landmarking results in a bias towards the landmark positions of the template (Li et al., 2017 ).
This effect is only detectable for individuals that fall far (>3SD) from the mean.
We used a single template for the combined dataset. Using separate templates for the two populations would create an artifactual difference between them. Since the landmark positions on the template determine the point at which the landmarks are transferred from the template to each individual, any difference in landmark position between the two templates would translate into an artifact. The use of a single template in this case is justifiable because the shape variation of the two samples overlaps extensively. We corrected for superficial artifacts due to smiling, squinting, and open mouth using canonical variates analysis. This results in a continuous correction for these effects as described and validated in Cole et al. (2016) . Further, we corrected for small differences between cameras. White light photogrammetry was performed using two models of Creaform cameras (Megacapturor and Gemini). These effects and the methods used to validate these corrections are described in supplementary data in Cole et al. (2016) .
| Morphometric analysis
We performed geometric morphometric analyses using R Development Core Team (2014) and MorphoJ v1.04a (Klingenberg, 2011) . Landmarks were subjected to Procrustes Superimposition to rescale to unit centroid size, translate to standard position, and rotate to standard orientation (Rohlf, 1999 ). For all analyses described here, the groups included Table 1 LARSON ET AL.
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in each separate analysis are subjected to the same Procrustes superimposition.
To estimate the relative proportions of shape variation attributable to size and growth measures and their interactions within each cohort, we used a linear model built in R Development Core Team (2014) with the Geomorph R package, version 3.0.3 (Adams and Otarola-Castillo, 2013) . We used Geomorph's procD.lm function to perform Procrustes ANOVA with permutation procedures, to assess shape variation and patterns of co-variation, and we thereby built a statistical model to quantify the relative amount of facial shape variation attributable to age, centroid size, height, weight, head circumference, sex, and the interactions between these variables. Since procD.lm uses Type 1 sums-of-squares, we alternated the position of the last variable in sequential regressions to accurately estimate percentage variance attributable to each variable. To visualize the shape effects of age, centroid size, height, weight, head circumference and sex, regression scores were computed for the model using the RegScore function from the R Morpho package, version 2.4.1.1 (Schlager, 2017) . Separate Procrustes fits were performed for each population for the withinpopulation analyses only. All analyses of the combined data involved a single, combined Procrustes fit.
To describe variation in facial shape independent of size and age in both populations, we regressed out the main and interaction effects for the size and age measures on the combined dataset, and re-centered the resulting residuals on each population mean. We then used principal components (PCs) analysis to describe this variation. Thin-platespline warps were constructed using Landmark software (Wiley et al., 2005) for the first five PC axes. The face morphs were based on a template that was created from a random sample of 50 individuals varying in age and sex (Li et al., 2017) . This template was then morphed to the overall sample mean and the resulting face was used to visualize the variation in the sample. Heat maps to visualize the areas of greatest shape differences were constructed using the meshdist function in the Morpho package for R (Schlager, 2017) . Separate principal component analyses (PCAs) were performed for the Tanzanian and North American samples.
We also tested the effects of random error in the age values in the Tanzanian data on our estimates of allometric variation in face shape.
To do this, we applied three models to the North American data, for which exact ages are available. The first uses the exact age, the second averages to the nearest whole year and the third to the closest 3-year interval.
Before combining the Tanzanian and North American cohorts for further analysis, we first determined the variation due to sex and population using a multiple analysis of variance model for these factors and their interactions in the combined sample. This was implemented in the Geomorph package for R (Adams, Collyer, Otarola-Castillo, & Sherratt, 2014; Collyer, Adams, Otarola-Castillo, & Sherratt, 2015) . We then removed ethnic group and sex from the analysis by centering the residuals from this model on the sample grand mean. We quantified and visualized the shape variation associated with each size measure and age using multiple linear regression implemented in Geomorph. Morphs and heatmaps were created in R using the Morpho package (Schlager, 2017) .
Facial shape is likely to relate nonlinearly to measures of age and size. To determine whether the departures from linearity are sufficiently large to invalidate a linear regression approach, we compared regressions with up to five polynomial terms for all variables.
In the combined Tanzanian and North American cohorts, we tested whether measures of size and age were associated with distinct effects on face shape. We took two approaches to this question. The first compares the conditional variation for each size/age variable. Here, we created a dataset in which the shape effects of all size variables and age including their interactions were removed using multiple linear regression. We then projected those data on to the regression for each size/age variable using the coefficients for each variable from their regression on the original data scaled to value of the independent variable for each individual. This creates separate datasets for the conditional variation for each variable. We then obtained the first PC of the 5 measures of size and age. Using a linear multiple model as implemented in the Geomorph ProcD.allometry function in R, we regressed the conditional variation datasets on the size/age PC1 and compared slopes and variance explained for each dataset. This analysis tests the extent to which each size/age variable is associated with similar magnitudes and directions of shape variation in the face.
In the second approach, we performed regressions of the sex and population corrected data on each variable separately. This approach uses the original data rather than the conditional variation datasets used in the first approach. We then obtained the vectors that correspond to these regressions from the regression coefficients and calculated the angles among them. To compare these vectors, we resampled the sex and population adjusted data with replacement and obtained the full set of vectors at each resampling iteration. This was implemented using AngleTest in the Morpho package for R (Schlager, 2017) .
This approach thus compared the specific shape variation associated with each independent variable. Although this method is also based on regression coefficients, it differs from the first approach in that it permutes the angles among vectors for each landmark and allows for an intuitive visualization of the angles.
These two analyses essentially converge on an assessment of collinearity or multicollinearity among the measures of age and size. If the variables are capturing the same latent biological variable, a straightforward application of a linear model will not disentangle their effects.
Our strategy in these three methods is to quantify and compare the directions and magnitudes of the main effects associated with each variable by isolating them using a conditional variation approach. Complete collinearity would result in parallel results across the conditional variation datasets.
Finally, we asked to what extent the five measures converge on a single underlying allometry factor. To determine the proportion of variation in facial shape explained jointly by all five measures, we performed a PCA for age and the four measures of size. We then used the data corrected for sex and population and estimated the proportion of variation in facial shape explained by each size/age PC.
| RE S U L TS
3.1 | Facial shape variation related to measures of size and age
To assess the relative proportion of facial shape variation attributable to the size/age variables (age, centroid size, height, weight, head circumference, sex) as well as the interactions among them, we applied a linear model to the Procrustes coordinate data for each population.
Unbiased estimates of the variance as determined by randomizing the order of factors are shown in Table 2 for the Tanzanian Cohort. We Since the Tanzanian ages are self-reported, we determined the sensitivity of these result to random error in the age data by degrading the age values in the North American data to one, two and three year intervals. In the exact-age model, age explained <1% of the total variation (r 2 5 0.01), while centroid size explained 3.9% (r 2 5 0.039). These Table 3 . Figure 4 shows visualization of the shape changes associated with PCs 1-5 for both study populations, constructed via thin-plate-spline warps and Hausdorff distance color maps. In conjunction with Figure 4 , Table 4 describes these shape changes. Shape visualization of PC axes 6-10 can be found in Supporting Information Figure S1 .
| Variation due to sex and population
To test for the effects associated with sex and population, we used the original Procrustes coordinate data (not the age and size corrected data) in which the two populations has been subjected to a single Procrustes superimposition. Multiple analyses of variance on the revealed significant effects for both sex and population. Both factors interact significantly with age (Table 5 ). Figure 5 shows 3D morphs and heatmaps corresponding to the sex and population differences in the sample. All effects and interactions are significant (Table 5) . However, the magnitudes of these effects are fairly small compared with variation within each population. The difference between the two populations explains <4% of the total variation in the combined sample. The extensively overlapping variation in facial shape is evident in scatterplots of the first four PCs (Figure 5b) . Here, the ranges of variation overlap almost entirely with the most separation evident on PC4 which explains 6% of the combined sample variance.
The interaction effects between population and age or population and the size measures, while statistically significant, explain very little variance compared with the main effects ( Table 5 ). The variances explained by the interaction terms are an order of magnitude lower than the main effects. This shows that both the allometric trajectories and sexual dimorphism, while detectable in this large sample, are actually very similar in the two populations.
The interaction effect for age and sex is significant but also quite small. The regression score plot (Figure 5d ) shows a reversal in this effect, likely reflecting somewhat altered ontogenetic trajectories between the sexes after puberty. The magnitude of this interaction effect; however, is small compared with the overall relationship between age and face shape.
| Comparisons of the allometric trajectories associated with different measures of size and age in the combined sample
From the combined original Procrustes data, we first removed the effects of population, sex and the interaction between the two using Procrustes ANOVA and centered the resulting residuals on the average of the sex and population averages. Figure 6 shows 3D morphs and heatmaps that correspond to the regressions of each variable separately for the combined sample after removing the effects of sex and population. These morphs show that the shape effects associated with all factors except head circumference are fairly similar, with higher There are significant but very small interaction effects for some size/age measures with population as determined by Procrustes MAN-OVA using procD.lm in Geomorph (Collyer et al., 2015) . All explain Figure S2 shows the change in variance explained by polynomial regressions for all variables.
We used two distinct methods to compare the shape effects of the five measures of size and age. In the first, we created a dataset in which the effects of all five factors and their interactions were removed. Then we projected these data on to the regressions for each factor individually and compared the resultant datasets. Figure 7a shows the regressions of these projected data onto the first PC of the five measures of size and age. These plots show common allometric component scores plotted against the common size-age axis. common allometric component scores (Mitteroecker, Gunz, Bernhard, Schaefer, & Bookstein, 2004 ) based on each conditional variation dataset plotted against the common size-age axis. This axis is estimated as PC1 of the Further, the shape variation produced by projecting each variable on to the allometry free data is also significantly different (MANOVA, p < .001). Figure 7b shows the correlation matrix for the size measures of age, from which the common measure of size was obtained. Figure   7c shows the resampled variances explained (r 2 ) that correspond to the regressions of each conditional dataset on the common measure of size. These values estimate the proportion of size-related or allometric variation that corresponds to a standardized amount of variation (13 variance) in each independent variable. As in the variance component estimates above, there results show that centroid size is associated with the most allometric variation, head circumference the least, while weight, height and age fall in between. The resampled distributions in Figure 7c show that centroid size is associated with significantly more variation and head circumference with significantly less variation than the other three variables.
In the second method, we compared the directions of size-related shape variation, by resampling the regression coefficients obtained from separate regressions of the sex and population adjusted data on each variable. Figure 8a shows the 3D vectors that correspond to these regressions, scaled to 33 variance for each variable. Figure 8b shows the results of a resampling test to compare these vectors. These results
show that all of the vectors are significantly different from one another (p < .001) for all comparisons except for age and height (p 5 .103).
However, all of the vectors are also significantly more similar than expected by chance (p < .001). Age and height are associated with the most similar shape changes, followed by centroid size and age.
These results show that the shape changes associated with age and the various measures of size are closer to being parallel than random.
However, most of the comparisons among these measures show shape transformations that differ significantly in both direction and magnitude.
Finally, we estimated the face shape variation related to the covariance of age and the four measures of size and compared this to the total face shape variation explained by all factors and their covariation in order to assess the extent to which the size/age measures converge on a single "allometry" factor. After adjusting the data for population and sex, size/age PC1 explains, 3.5% of the variation in facial shape.
Adding PC2 brings this to 5%. All size/age PCs together explain 6.1% while a linear model for all size factors and their interactions explains 7.1% of the variation in facial shape. Thus, half of "allometric" variation is shared among size and age measures and half is distinctly associated with individual measures or subsets of measures.
| D ISC USSION
Allometric variation results from the correlated effects of variation in size and is special because variation in size is so ubiquitous and functionally important. Here, we have analyzed the facial shape correlates head circumference, the proportion related to a common underlying size effect is likely >50%. However, each measure also adds a component of variation that is distinct from the others.
Our analysis employs automated 3D landmarking. We used this approach because of the large volume of data, which makes manual landmarking prohibitive by a single observer. Manual landmarking produces measurement error that can be difficult to minimize over a long period of data collection and when more than one observer are involved. This can produce effects that are not random and difficult to disentangle from the analyses (Fruciano et al., 2017) . On the other hand, automated landmarking methods are fairly new and also have drawbacks. For one, the shape differences between outliers and the mean can be underestimated, resulting in variance compression (Li et al., 2017) . Also, the landmark template influences landmark positions and methods for combining landmark analyses using multiple templates
are not yet validated. Neither consideration is likely to influence our results or our interpretation.
Our results show that variation in the face is highly structured, with the majority of the shape variation for this fairly high (87) variation (Bugaighis, Mattick, Tiddeman, & Hobson, 2013; Gonzalez, Perez, & Bernal, 2011; Jonke et al., 2008; Young et al., 2016) . The major axes of covariation involve the facial width, midfacial shape, as well as orbital shape and orientation. These aspects of facial variation also have significant heritabilities and genetic correlations (Cole et al., 2017) .
The two populations studied here differ significantly in facial shape. This is unsurprising, as facial morphology is known to vary geographically or by ancestry (Buck and Vidarsdottir, 2012; Hopman, Merks, Suttie, Hennekam, & Hammond, 2014; Klimentidis and Shriver, 2009 ). This effect is fairly small, however, compared with the variation within each population. This is consistent with the many studies of human variation that show much greater magnitudes of variation within than among populations (Lewontin, 1972; Relethford, 2002) .
Importantly, the interactions between age and population or measures of size and population of origin are much smaller still. This shows that the age-related shape changes have similar trajectories in our two populations. Population differences in facial allometry have been reported (Freidline, Gunz, & Hublin, 2015; Viðarsd ottir, O'higgins, & Stringer, 2002) . The populations in our study are genetically and geographically very different and furthermore likely experience very different environmental influences, such as nutrition. Yet, their patterns of facial shape allometry are very similar.
Our findings also offer clues to the developmental basis for sizerelated variation in shape. Integration is the tendency for variation in developmental processes to produce covariation in morphological traits (Hallgrimsson et al., 2009) . Allometric variation occurs when variation in a process that affects size produces correlated effects on shape.
These correlated effects often relate to function, as in the case of scaling relationships (Schmidt-Nielsen, 1984) and may be shaped by selection (Cheverud, 1996) . Here, face size emerges as the largest contributor to allometric variation in the face. Facial size covaries with height and weight but also varies independently of overall somatic size.
Face size interacts with age as well as with height and weight. The head, including the face, grows earlier than stature and smaller individuals have relatively larger heads and faces. We show that the size of the face contributes significantly to face shape in a manner that differs from the effects of overall growth, suggesting that variation in facial growth is a source of allometric variation over and above the effects of overall somatic growth. The developmental basis for variation in head size or face size is not well understood. It is interesting, however, that one of the strongest signals in our genome-wide association study of facial form is for face centroid size and its allometric consequences (Cole et al., 2016) . The similarity of the shape vectors associated with age and height suggests an underlying commonality in ontogenetic and static allometry. Mitteroecker et al. (2013) report a similar finding in a small cross-sectional sample of facial images of male children (N 5 19) and adults (N 5 25) . Investigating the precise relationship between ontogenetic and static allometry; however, would require a study with a longitudinal design. Weight also correlates significantly with facial shape when other size factors are considered. Weight can relate to face shape through adiposity (Mayer, Windhager, Schaefer, & Mitteroecker, 2017; Windhager, Patocka, & Schaefer, 2013) . Further, lean body mass may also be related to face shape independently of stature. Face shape correlates with 2D/4D ratio in boys, which is related to testosterone level (Meindl, Windhager, Wallner, & Schaefer, 2012) , and lean body mass is associated with facial morphology in adult males (Holzleitner and Perrett) . Variation in lean mass, skeletal robusticity, or adiposity would translate to covariation between weight and face shape that departs from the allometric pattern associated with other size measures.
Finally, the distinctiveness of the facial shape effects of head circumference suggest a fairly independent role for brain size in determining facial shape. Brain size correlates only weakly with stature and weight in humans (Heymsfield, Gallagher, Mayer, Beetsch, & Pietrobelli, 2007) Size-related variation accounts for <5% of overall variation in face shape in our study. This surprisingly low value is consistent with other studies of human facial variation (Gonzalez et al., 2011; Mydlova, Dupej, Koudelova, & Veleminska, 2015; Veleminska et al., 2012) , although it contrasts with a much higher estimate obtained from an analysis of 2D sagittal plane projections of 3D landmarks of the whole skull (Rosas and Bastir, 2002) . Studies of craniofacial morphology in other primates species also show that the allometric correlates of head size tend to account for a much larger greater proportions of shape variance (Ito, Nishimura, & Takai, 2011; Lieberman, Carlo, Ponce de Leon, & Zollikofer, 2007) . This may reflect a tendency for covariances among craniofacial traits to be lower in humans overall as has been shown in large comparative study of craniofacial integration (Porto et al., 2009 ). This may also relate to a tendency for individual features of human facial shape to appear quite early in ontogeny (Vidarsdottir and O Higgins, 2003) .
We find that allometric variation in the face is complex in that shape correlates of various measures of size and age converge only partially on a single underlying variable. This is important for two reasons. First, allometry is a central concept in the study of evolution and development. Growth changes proportions and shape as well as size, and variation in size influences most morphological traits. Body size varies among past and present human populations for both genetic and environmental reasons, producing correlated changes in facial shape.
To understand size-related variation in human facial shape, it is important to know whether allometry is a single axis of integration or whether the relationship between shape and size is more complex. Second, many genetic syndromes appear to influence the shape of the face (Gorlin, Cohen, & Hennekam, 2001 ). Many such syndromes also influence stature, body mass and brain size. For these reasons, it can be difficult to disentangle facial shape effects that are produced as a side-effect of the alteration in growth from those that result from other, more distinctive, perturbations to development.
| CON CL U S I ON
This study addresses the influence of distinct measures of size and age on facial shape in children. We find that facial shape variation is highly structured, with most variation falling along a few axes of morphological co-variation. Allometric variation represents a relatively small fraction of total variance in facial shape (5%). The allometric component of variation is complex with age and the various measures of size correlating with overlapping but distinct patterns of covariation in facial shape. Klingenberg (2016) distinguishes two concepts of allometry. In the Gould (1966) and Mosimann (1958) approach, allometry is the covariation of shape with size, while the Huxley (1932) and Jolicoeur (1963) approach defines allometry as the covariation among traits that contain information about size (Klingenberg, 1998) . In the former approach, an a priori assumption is made about what constitutes size while in the latter size is assumed to be a single latent variable that can be teased out of covariation patterns. Our finding that allometry is complex has implications for both approaches, and underscores the need to fully explore how size-parameters influence morphology in the context of questions where allometry is either a factor of interest or a factor that must be quantified and controlled in an analysis.
The structure of phenotypic variation is determined by multiple developmental processes acting at different times, scales and locations in development (Hallgrimsson et al., 2009 ). Here, we have shown that allometric variation is complex, determined by variation in incompletely overlapping mechanisms that contribute to growth. This is important for understanding the genetic and developmental basis for allometry.
Due to the importance of size variation in most populations and the fact that allometry is generally the largest component of variation for any morphological trait, determining how size produces variation in shape is a question of central importance for evolutionary morphology and for understanding the structure of morphological variation in humans.
